The essence of earth’s woods and stones, plus design trends in multiple sizes is displayed in the Natural Creations collection of luxury vinyl tile. It features CONTINUUM™ colors and designs that coordinate with Armstrong REJUVENATIONS™ sheet flooring. The durable, abrasion-resistant wear layer allows for years of good looks while the UV-cured urethane coating may eliminate the need for polishes in some areas. Awarded ADEX Gold for Design Excellence, Natural Creations offers traditional, rustic and exotic wood-looks in ArborArt, natural surface characteristics and color variation in EarthCuts and contemporary design trends in Mystix.
NATURAL CREATIONS®
ArborArt® • EarthCuts® • Mystix®
Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT)

Sustainability Facts
- Serving As Served LVT
- Certified to meet LEED® EQ Credit: Low Emitting Interiors ✓
- Adhesives Certified to meet LEED® EQ Credit: Low Emitting Interiors ✓
- FloorScore® Certified to CDPH Standard Method V1.1-2010 ✓
- Collaborative for High Performance Schools CHPS-IEQ2.2 & LABS-21 EQ04.3 ✓
- ISO 14001 Plant Certification ✓
- U.S. Green Building Council Member ✓
- Canada Green Building Council Member ✓
- NSF/ANSI 332 Gold Level Certified ✓
- Low Maintenance Option ✓

ArborArt

EarthCuts

Mystix

UV-cured polyurethane finish for low maintenance
Clear vinyl wear layer
Print layer for beautiful designs
Filled vinyl inner layer
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